Grade 1AD Essential Agreement

In our grade we are **CARING** because we help each other. We show **RESPECT** by looking after our school and our belongings.

We are **PRINCIPLED** because we make good choices. We show **INTEGRITY** by being honest and telling the truth.

In 1AD, we are all **INQUIRERS**. We ask good questions and always want to learn more. We show **COMMITMENT** by working hard and finishing our work.

In our class we are all **RISK-TAKERS**. We try and we always have a go.

We are good **COMMUNICATORS** when we listen and speak politely to others. We are **THINKERS**, we share our ideas. We are **CONFIDENT** and we always **CO-OPERATE** by working as a TEAM. We love our class and we feel happy and safe at school.
Consequences

- 1st warning from Mrs Dobson or the Teacher in charge.
- 2\textsuperscript{nd} warning- student will be removed from the group or table.
- 3\textsuperscript{rd} warning- student will stay in at recess or lunch.
- Should the behaviour continue, the student would miss out on a fun related activity.
- If the behaviour continues further, Mrs Dobson will ask Mr Moodley to talk to the student.
- Parents will be contacted if the student fails to co-operate after repeated warnings.